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Key Vocabulary 

Root Words – these are the most basic part of a 
word once you take all the affixes off.  They hold 
the basic element or meaning. 

Affixes – these are added  to root words and 
change their meaning. An affix added to the 
front of a word is known as a prefix. One added 
to the back is known as a suffix. 

http://www.grammar-monster.com/glossary/prefix.htm
http://www.grammar-monster.com/glossary/suffix.htm


Key Vocabulary 

Phoneme –the smallest unit of sound in the word.

Grapheme – this can be a letter or number of 
letters that represent a sound (phoneme) 



Key Vocabulary 

Morphology – the study of the parts  of a 
word (root, suffixes, prefixes).

Etymology – the study of the origin of words



How spelling develops from phonics 
in KS1 into KS2 is outlined in the 

Government’s English Appendix 1



KS2 Spelling Expectations
• Correctly spell words from the Year 3+4 and 5+6 spelling lists.
• Be able to apply any of the rules from the English Appendix 1

This is assessed through a test during the SATs 
week and through their writing.  

phonics rules

morphology etymology 



How we teach spellings at school 

• Spelling is taught three times a week in Key Stage 
Two for 30 minutes. 

• To ensure we cover all the requirements of the 
National Curriculum, we follow a scheme called ‘No 
Nonsense Spelling’. 







Visual learners process new information by looking 
at graphics or drawing their own graphical 
representation. 

Auditory learners prefer listening to 
explanations over reading them and may like 
to study by reciting information aloud. They 
are guided by sounds within words. 

Kinaesthetic learners learn by doing and 
touching. They need to explore word through 
hands on activities. 

Children generally use a  mixture of 
these strategies, but have a 

preference for one style.  



The Spelling Strategies

These are strategies that the children will be 
learning in class, and are the ones that they should 

be using at home to practise their spellings.  



fuity



Sep – a – rat- e

practising







Other supporting strategies for 
learning and testing:

Dictation –write a short piece containing words that follow the rule 
they have been learning. This helps them apply their learning 
within writing. 

Sentences with blanks  - This is how the SATs tests are run and it is 
useful for learning words in context, especially homophones. 



Word searches – printable are available online at 
www.senteacher.org,  and these help the children 
visualise and remember how words look. Then when 
they come to their writing, they can ask themselves 
“Does the word look right?”

http://www.senteacher.org/


Morphology: 



Morphology: 



hopefully



Morphology: Knowing the root words will help children limit 
mistakes when adding suffixes and prefixes. 



Etymology – Use sources such as dictionary.com to explore 
the origin of words to excite your children and help them 
spot patterns. 





Children should: 

• choose the strategies that are most suitable for the word. 

• choose strategies that also work for them.

• be encouraged to explore words and be engaged by their history

• use root words, suffixes and prefixes to support their spellings. 

• focus on learning rules rather than single words.

• Still look to phonics to support them in their spellings. 


